
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SECTION – A)   Your BIRTH DATA & OTHER 
DETAILS 
 
 

Dear ABC    ji:  
It would be a pleasure for us to 

be able to help you with your concern 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Your Birth & Other 
details:  
 

 
Advanced DETAILED 
HOROSCOPE Vedic + 
Divisional 
Charts(d9/d10/d60/
d2/d3 + 3 years 
predictions 
Advanced DETAILED 
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email id 

abc@gmail.com 

mailto:abc@gmail.com


/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
////////// 

June 6 1997 

5 + 7 + 2 = 15/6= 
mercury x sun 

3:55 

Etawah 

Uttar pradesh 

Dow= Wednesday= 5 

/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////// 

Month of birth 

6 

dob 

6 

year of birth 

1997 

time of birth 

first name 

abc 

middle name 

d 



last name 

xx 

minutes of birth 

36 

hour of birth 

11 

place of birth 

Etawah 

State 

Uttar Pradesh 

country 

India 

myTextBox value is = 

 

Your Horoscope 
and 



Navamsha/d9/d2/
d3/d4/d7/d10/d6
0/turiyamsha 

 

 

 

Wealth and money 



 

 

Siblings and courage 



 

Luck and assets 



 

Children and love 



 

Profession and Career 



 

Parents 



 

Vehicles 



 

Religious Inclinations 



 

Education 



 

Misfortunes 



 

General well being and 
past life karma 
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=IMPORTANT NOTE: 

>>Astrology and Numerology are  Probabilistic 

sciences: 

 Vedic astrology and Numerology are 

probabilistic and subjective sciences like 

quantum  physics , social science, or political 

sciences etc. So the predictions are also in the 

same fashion in terms of chances or 

probabilities.  

 So there is No YES or NO  or Boolean logic in 

Vedic astrology. It comes under fuzzy logic or 

probabilities. 

 Just High ,Low or Medium Chances of things 

happening.   This Is the  basic nature of this 

science of Vedic astrology. 

 Just like after getting corona vaccine , the 

chance of one getting corona is less or 

reduced. Same applies to remedies or 



chances or probabilities  of any event in life 

happening. 

 So also doing remedies reduces chances of 

certain events happening.so say if the 

horoscope says fights are a high chance and you 

do more of say helping brothers or hanuman 

chalisa  – the intensity and chance of fights 

reduces significantly.  

 
 >>Scope of the Report(Kindly Check  

Sample on the site) : 

 The reports are delivered as per the format 

given on the Site(So the Format of Delivery 

of Report  is  on the site must be checked 

at your end, to know the Scope of the  

Report you have ordered and what to 

Expect from it.) . 

 We strive our best to deliver the report and try 

to go beyond the scope of the report.  

 But as shared the reports have a definitive 

format and scope. The scope of any report must 

be understood from the site. As reports are 

transactional in nature addressing certain set of 

aspects of Vedic astrology. 

 So any time you  need anything beyond the 

scope of the Report you have ordered, or you 

find your questions or queries  are unaddressed, 

no worries.  

 Most welcome, Kindly feel free to ORDER  them 

separately as specialized question report or any 



other report fitting in the scope, we would be 

glad to help you. 

 

>>Respect for Dignity of Astrology and the 

Astrologer: 

 Astrology is a divine science and said eye of 

Vedas. So is a properly trained astrologer a 

guide who has worked hard to master this 

science and with full intent to help you. 

 In interactions the attempt should be made to 

Give due respect full dignity of the astrologer’s 

intent to help, skill & expertise and hard work. 

 Developing an attitude of thankfulness and 

gratitude on what you got in the report would 

always help as a karmic principle. 

 This would naturally draw the good karma and 

blessings for you from the cosmos and make 

your life easier. 

 Thanks for your kind cooperation in this regard. 



 
Your Planets in Signs 
 

 In House Number = 1The Ruling PLanet is 

= Moon    & the Sign in which the Planet is 

=leo 

 In House Number = 2The Ruling PLanet is 

= Sun& the Sign in which the Planet is = 

Virgo 

 

 In House Number = 3The Ruling PLanet is 

= Mercury& the Sign in which the Planet is 

= Virgo 

 

 In House Number = 4The Ruling PLanet is 

= Venus& the Sign in which the Planet is = 

Libra  

 

 In House Number = 5The Ruling PLanet is 

= Mars& the Sign in which the Planet is = 

Scorpio 



 

 In House Number = 6The Ruling PLanet is 

= Jupiter& the Sign in which the Planet is = 

Capricorn 

 

 In House Number = 7The Ruling PLanet is 

= Saturn& the Sign in which the Planet is = 

Capricorn 

 

 In House Number = 8The Ruling PLanet is 

= Saturn& the Sign in which the Planet is = 

Aquarius 

 

 In House Number = 9The Ruling PLanet is 

= Jupiter& the Sign in which the Planet is = 

Pisces 

 

 In House Number = 10The Ruling PLanet is 

= Mars& the Sign in which the Planet is = 

Taurus 

 

 In House Number = 11The Ruling PLanet is 

= Venus& the Sign in which the Planet is = 

Taurus 

 

 In House Number = 12The Ruling PLanet is 

= Mercury& the Sign in which the Planet is 

= Virgo 

Why Your Horoscope or Kundli is so important 

in Life? 

 

 

 Just like scientists and engineers have 



developed  electron energy-based internet, 

computers, or Mobile phones for that matter- 

ancient rishis and sages in India have 

discovered the subtle laws of cosmos based on 

Pranic energy 

 

 So your horoscope or kundli is alike a biometric 

passport that has  registered the Unique 

planetary energy existing at the time of your 

birth Which can exactly tell you – which areas of 

life  like 

career/job/marriage/love/relationships/children/

foreign travel etc you could be a success, or you 

could fail and why? It also tells you how to be a 

success in life by avoiding pitfalls and following 

the remedies well The complete Horoscope 

report below tells you your strong points and life 

and weak points as well and gives you remedies 

on how to solve the weak point.



 

Your Lagan & Navamsha Horoscope Details



 
 
 
What do the 12(twelve) house 

represent in your Horoscope? 

 

 

About Various Houses in Horoscope: 

 

 

 Various houses in your horoscope 

represent various aspects of your life 

Like the first house represents your 

personality or your physical body This is 

your ascendant and is most important 

thing in your life which should be strong 

enough for  you to be a success  

 

 Your second house represents your 

wealth and status, and the third house 

(shourya House )is your initiative and 

people you connect to The fourth 

house(maitri House ) is your 

home/mother and yes property The 

fifth house(Putra House ) represents 

your deep thinking and children and 

victory in lottery 

 The sixth house(Ari House ) is the 

house for obstacles or vighna The 

seventh house is the Yuvati House - 

the house for sex/love and 

relationships The eighth house is the 

Randhr(8th) House , this rules 

obstacles/death/longevity and 



accidents The ninth house rules the 

dharma House  or the house luck 

/fortune and past life karma The tenth 

house is the karma House  or the 

house of action or job/career The 

eleventh house is the labha(11th)  

House  or the house of gains and 

salary The twelfth house is the Vyaya 

House  or the house of 

expenditure/foreign travels and secret 

sex and love affairs. Your 12 Houses 

Analysis & Predictions 

 

 

 In this report you get a basic but 

powerful & accurate overview of 

your 12 houses- based on the  

strength of the house lord, basic 

energy exchanges &  placement 

and yes placement of planets in 

houses. Also coming 1 year or 3 

Year predictions. 

 https://astrozing.com/vedic-astrology-

numerology-horoscope-premium-

services/ 

 

https://astrozing.com/vedic-astrology-numerology-horoscope-premium-services/
https://astrozing.com/vedic-astrology-numerology-horoscope-premium-services/
https://astrozing.com/vedic-astrology-numerology-horoscope-premium-services/


 
 
 

 



 
 
FIRST HOUSE [UDAYA/TANU HOUSE 
]: 
 
. This house basically covers matters related to your 
personality, looks, attitude, temperament and basic 
strength of your horoscope. 
LORD = MOON 
 
 

 

For  reference from previous report: 

Your Nature and Destiny predictions as 
a special BONUS for you(Your LIFE 
SCOPE)



 You could be humanitarian and thoughtful by 

nature 

 With your good imagination you could turn your 

energies towards arts, literature, music or doing 

something innovative in nature.;) as there is a 

streak of innovation in you. 

 You have above average intuition and may have 

inspiring dreams sometimes(This is a 

possibility). 

 New things and unusual inventions would 

interest you. be it computers or electricity 

related or otherwise . 

 You could be stubborn(just an indication and 

may not be true), bold and eloquent in speech 

 Sooner or later you may take interest in secret 

societies or groups and may be later into 

politics.  

 You could be religious and have intuitive 

knowledge 

 You also have a blessing of writing and speaking 

 abilities, so develop this more. 

 You might be independent and have good status 

 You could have musical gifts and creative nature 

 You are compassionate in nature, at times 

people may think that you are different  form 

the rest of the lot. 

 You have a altogether different plane of thinking 

and could do well as said in arts, poetry , 

drawing and or new innovations and may be 

later in politics  

 Please avoid marrying at a younger age. 

 Also 



 You could be wealthy, liberal in gift giving and 

charitable 

 You could be daring, rash in action and 

controversial. So Yoga is a must to manage this 

energy. 

 You are fond or poetry and music and mystical 

 You could be difficult to convince of anything 

 You could have trouble and delays in marriage, 

several mates and might be obstinate. This is 

just an indication and may not be true. 

 It’s better if you delay marriage decision after 

25-26 years at least- but the call is yours. 

 

 

 BONUS nadi 1 

Physical Moon energy, note your lord is cancer 

and gain moon energy  

• This could make you highly sensitive at times 

and give an element of shyness or sometimes lack of 



confidence. But not to worry, doing Yoga and 

meditation would solve all problems. 

• BONUS please donate to old age homes and all 

would be great for you � 

• You have good ability to gather information. So, 

once you are able to build more confidence in life as 

you must have you will grow well in life. 

• You may have good ability to collect information 

and details build it up more 

Also could make you highly sensitive and at times 

shy. This could be an inner nature and has to be 

worked with 

Intellectual  rahu, note you have Rahu or 

dragon’s head in lagna or ascendant 

You could also be a good planner and good eye for 

details.:) 

At times you may get fixed and obstinate. 

You could be methodical & practical but at times may 

get lost in details & miss on the larger picture. 

Learn more of tact and give room to family members 

to live their way of living. 

For their good you may become domineering 

Sensitivity and emotional energy  Ketu, note 

you have Rahu or dragon’s tail  in 7th house 



You are emotional and need love  . You tend to 

hold back at  say feeling risk of being hurt. 

• You need to end this up by Yoga. 

• You are vulnerable to emotional explosions  

due to powerful emotional; experiences built inside 

you 

 

 

       sun’’         Neptune 

venus  '            saturn’’’ 

Uranus           Neptune 

           Rpr star x Mars R 

BONUS nadi 2 

 You are very good for initiative or any initiative 

/job activities. Anything to do with public be is 

presentation or presenting matters or 



demonstrations or road shows for the Office or 

family   is well done by You . Good for finances 

and money related roles at Office or family   or 

home . 

 You  would be  generally prosperous and 

successful in all undertakings. You  could get 

involved in love scandals ( just an indication 

and may not be true). You  are good at 

speculation or guessing. You  could earn well or 

be utilized for Your  good gut feel 

 

 BONUS Past life Incarnation 

 You were drinking  nectar or sweet things  - 

meaning nectar or a preacher in previous life. 

 In this life time also being born on 25 gives you 

a good communicative ability and a desire for 

change and speaking  inherited from past life. 

 So is Jupiter in the 10th house , aspecting the 4th 

bhava and rahu in ascendant suggest good 

actions and deeps or some part of actions to do 

with religion and dharma or helping people. So 



closely connects to what you had been doing in 

previous life time. 

 In this life time the previous life time energies 

may expand as well.:)so it may mean growth 

and energy in a different direction itself as we 

would see soon in the report below. 

 More in the report below if one feels like to 

help you much better in this life time. 

 Simply copy pastes the link below in your 

browser to know more. 
 

 

 https://astrozing.com/past-life-

incarnation-re-birth-karma-report-vedic-

astrology-numerology-predictions/ 

 

1. Moon as the lord of this house makes You  
sensitive  and helpful to others. You  may be 
prone to be restless at times.  
Mental health and anger needs care with proper 
Yoga & mediation  or taichi etc. 
Also one may not be able to stay firm on one 
thing only and may change decisions like the 
waxing moon. 

 
 Your rahu or dragon’s  sits in the ascendant and 

also the ketu sits in the seventh house of 
relationships and job /marriage.  

 Rahu(dragon’s head) in first house could cause 
health issues  or mental stresses or 
fears(phobias at times, not always true) and 
treatment may not work at times. But Yoga and 

https://astrozing.com/past-life-incarnation-re-birth-karma-report-vedic-astrology-numerology-predictions/
https://astrozing.com/past-life-incarnation-re-birth-karma-report-vedic-astrology-numerology-predictions/
https://astrozing.com/past-life-incarnation-re-birth-karma-report-vedic-astrology-numerology-predictions/


meditation or taichi plus positive thoughts would 
solve all matters 100%  

 As your first house is your physical body and 
rahu(dragon’s head or north node) creates fire 
element in the same. You may need to be 
treated by non conventional methods like 
naturopathy, homeopathy & ayurveda etc at 
times.  

 This could incline you to occult, astrology and 
mystical sciences  as rahu represents the eighth 
house energy in your horoscope.  

 Rahu is a rebellious and renegade planet- so it 
could give you some of the rebellious and angry 
traits  that are not very conventional in 
sociality.  

 Avoid rashness- think and act. studying more of 
even basic mathematics would keep the logical 
barn up and help you apart from Yoga etc. You 
are a blessed child of GOD. You can achieve a 
lot. 

  Aspect of rahu on the seventh house for 
marriage, the matters could be affected more 
when rahu is weak in transit. Rahu with number 
4, behaves like Saturn at times like 8= Saturn = 
4 x 2= 4+4 = double rahu. 

 

 As Ascendant  Lord is in Randhr(8th) House , 

the you could be an accomplished scholar or 

thirst for knowledge is there, health could be an 

core issues, 

 Be positive and giving, avoid anger, avoid high 

risks and be loyal in marriage. 

 



 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  1st House 

 You need to take care of driving 

 Plus basic emotions and any kind of depressive 

though process has to be handled with Yoga, 

sports or some proper scientific care and all 

would be well for you. 

 You will gains money as well with your own 

effort. 

 



  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 1st House 

 Moon is strong in Libra d9 and aspect of sun is 

there. 

 So basic leadership and innovation is there. 

 So would you be fairly creative 7h imaginative  

in your endeavors 

 Moon in the active d9 gives deva or divine  

basic natures of yours. So gives good qualities 

to you over all.  

 

 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 1st House  

 This could give you great wealth and also some 

basic talent in singing , if you care to develop 

it 

 Yes marital relationships need more care to 

handle them. 

 You will sooner or later achieve good spiritual 

depth or occult or astrology knowledge. 

 You will prosper away from home. 
 
Over all 

 .One aspect of your personality is that  You 



might have a very gentle and feminine nature- 
but due to other aspect of rahu it would with 
phases of some rash temper( needs some 
management) or some fear or rebellious or 
different thinking at your end . But being born 
on Thursday GOD has blessed you with interest 
in occult astrology and sooner or later in GOD or 
religions so you will be blessed. 

 Your personality will more be defined by the 
environment (personal or professional) that you 
stay in- than your own  assertion Your 
gentleness would give a unique grace to your 
appearance . You would generally prefer to play 
secondary roles- like a king maker rather than 
the king/Queen himself/herself Tranquility of 
emotions would come more easily to you .  

 You could also be more of a dreamer or may be 
a brooder on things . Y 

 You would do well if you come out of your 
shell/self and work courageously with initiative 
in trades like agriculture,transport,warfare 
,medicine and may be civil and mechanical 
engineering Try to avoid any suicidal or self 
destructive tendencies . 

 Also avoid depressive outlook towards life .  
You can achieve great things in life and become 
a leader. 

 Please read Book by napoleon Hill “ladder to 
success”>;) 

 You would be primarily being materialistic in 
approach, but nevertheless capable of attaining 
great heights in spirituality nothing can hold 
your attention for long- it would be wavering 
always . 



 You will shine normally in reflected glory, you 
must hold on to someone higher, mightier, 
wealthier, and more learned and may be more 
respected you need constant, more than 
average love and affection for survival . You 
could be shy at times , unable to express your 
innermost feelings . Aspect of Saturn in general 
gives a philosophical taint. 

  

 

 
 

 

. SECOND HOUSE [DHANA HOUSE 
]: 



. This house basically covers matters related to your 
family life, speech, thinking patters and 
accumulation of wealth, success in investments, 
income source and general level of affluence. 
 

 As sun is fair  one may have gains from the 
state or in general. One may get fair  position 
life . You could have a distinct and fairly 
powerful voice. Mother may have elder brothers. 

 Eyes need  some care. Some Opposition from 
family members  in life as sun is a malefic and 
2nd House  is for family as well. There could be 
fear from the state or the government (may not 
always be true so relax dear ). 

 
 As the 2nd House  lord is in the11th House , it 

could give you some pride. Having children 
could be slight problems. But as Jupiter is fair 
enough so not much. Health issues in childhood 
possible. You may earn well and avoid being 
unscrupulous as 11th House  is considered a 
malefic. 

 

 



 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  2nd  House 

 You could have a highly well placed social circle . 

 Generally and affluent life  

 Gains from siblings are there. 

 This does promise good enough income  

 Male child 

 Gains from government would also be there. So 

would there be gains from children. 

 

 



  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 2nd House 

 Sun is exalted in Aries, so give good name and 

wealth and status to your family and you. 

 Also helps in innovation/ 

 Investments in distant lands have to be well 

thought as such. 

 Sun is in Leo d9, so speaks high for your family 

status and wealth gains etc.  

 

Additional insights by d2 or Hora of yours 

about 2nd House 

 The 9th house lord is exalted in 1st house, so 

good for luck for earning is there for you. 



 Venus and Saturn in 1st bhava or house suggest 

good wealth gains. 

 There is wealth by inheritance from properties 

as well. 

 Your looks are good  

 You will generally hold to your words, but ensure 

anger does not make you do away from the 

same. 

 There would be good enough obstacles to earn 

money, but sure you would earn well. 

 Your analytical or computer or quick knowledge 

would help you earn money.:) 

  

 

 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 2nd House  

 Travel and movement would generate money 

and status for you 

 Bring out your artistic nature more. 

 Avoid excess materialism. 
Overall 

 . Even if you don’t have financial support you 
will never feel constrained as such. You might 
earn your own money and hate to get support 
from others.  



 Possibility of domestic issues is there. Also 
chances of marrying more than once are there .  

 Inheritance is also indicated . Wealth and money 
needs to be properly guarded . You could be 
independent, truthful and honest . Domestic 
happiness needs to be protected by donation or 
white things . 

 

 

 
 
. THIRD HOUSE [SHOURYA HOUSE 
]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to your 
initiative, courage, competition, communications 
ability, siblings, friends and other associates. 



 
 Gives fair  connection with people around. Good  

ability to communicate. 
 

 As Sahaj(Third)  House  Lord is in Labh House  
or 11th house so gains by initiative for sure are 
there, you could be also  gain in trading, be 
Intelligent, and be adventurous to fair extent. 

 

 

 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  3rd  House 

 You may have good fun in younger age, but still 

start working to some extent. 

 You have a persistent nature  as well. Good 

keep it up. 

 You could do well in writing, publishing or even 

research or some deeper work as well. 

 You will make money your own way, be it 

accounting, trading or technical work  



 

 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 3rd House 

 Mercury gives good research orientation or 

ability to do the same and good writing and 

communication skills as well. 

 So your research or analytical abilities would 

add value to your personality. 

 Mercury is in Virgo d9, so maintain good 

relationships with siblings and always continue 

with your good efforts or initiatives or projects. 



 

   Additional insights by d3 or navamsha of 

yours about 3rd House 

 Your lagna or ascendant moon is in the 1st 

division of d3, so it is narad drekkana- makes 

you fond of travelling  at times gossiping etc 

and later in life devoted to GOD. 

 As moon is in 8th bhava and rahu in 1st house, so 

general well being of coborns or health and 

relationships need care. 

 Sun in 3rd house gives you good courage and 

initiative as well. 

 But sure venus suggest basic happiness from 

coborns and help from them as suggested 

elsewhere 



 Your actions may not bear fruit at times, but 

good help from friends and well wisher and 

others is there for you. 

 Some troubles might be created by partners or 

people who oppose you. 

 Marital conflicts need care. 

 You will take strong actions to achieve your 

desires-sooner or later enhancement in 

management skills is possible. 

 Connection of action and gains with foreign 

lands is there. 

 

 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 3rd House  

   Your basic intelligence and research abilities 

would be good.:) 

 Good creativity is there n your actions and also 

public presentation ability. 

 Fickle actions any time have to be avoided. 

 

Over all 
 . You might have also have a gentle and 

studious nature ( we have several aspects of 
personality) . Though you might become angry 



when provoked . You would be respectful to 
others and also GOD fearing generally .  

 You might also be in general being inclined 
towards righteous living( at least the karmic 
traits are there to help you). 

  You could be fairly  fond of your brothers and 
sisters 

 

 

 
 
. FOURTH HOUSE [SUKHA/MATRU 
HOUSE ]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to your 
parents, domestic harmony and the level of 
happiness in life. 



 
 

 Venus is strong, so you could have  great 
comforts. Also you  may have good vehicle and 
good domestic harmony. Gains from mother are 
indicated. One may own good high value 
vehicles . Good & luxurious house   

 
 The 4th house lord in 11th makes you  self 

made & also have a generous in attitude. Health 
could be affected as 11th is a malefic house. 
Mother needs care- to help her you could donate 
silken or colorful clothes to needy women. Good 
for sales of animal and land related stuff( Just 
an indication) . 

 

 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  4th House 

 Libra lord Venus is in 11th  house ,you will have 

good support of your parents for your business 

or initiatives 



 You could get good funding as well using your 

parental assets 

 Over all you will have good income as such.;) 

 

 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 4th House 

 Venus here in 6th bhava suggests good success 

and name to you, but with struggle.  

 Plus one having good gains from family. But 

conflicts in family life have to be avoided. 

 Speak sweetly  

 Venus is in Aquarius, so gives the basic 

practicality as well to you. 



 

  Additional insights by d4 of yours about 4th 

House 

 Strong Saturn suggests good fixed assets. 

 Mars is strong so good for owning lands and 

buildings 

 Some losses are also indicated due to lagan lord 

in 8th house. 

 Avoid heavy risks in achieving your goals. 

 Division of wealth and assets is possible. 

 Long lasting assets and you will do donations for 

dharma or religion as well. 



  
Additional insights by d16 of yours about 4th 

House 

 How is 4th house lord venus placed in d16 

chart? 

  venus is lord of 2 and 9th bhava and is placed in 

3rd bhava. 

 So by your effort you will have both movable 

and immovable pleasures. 

 Which division is 4th house lord venus 

placed in d16 chart? 

 It is in the Brahma division so intelligent living. 

good for your image and conveyances 

 Which houses does the 4th house lord rule 

in the d16 chart? 

 Venus rules house of luck and family 

 What is the strength of d16 chart lagan? 

 Mercury is just OK in the 3rd bhava. So over all 

good enough pleasures and comfort, as venus 

the planet of comfort is nearby. 



 

 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 4th House  

 Your tenacity and will power ( as you develop 

it) would help you get a good image in society 

 You may later also work for social causes 

 Avoid conflicts in family life due to any kind of 

aggression or insistence of views. 
Over all: 

 . You may emotionally connect to people who 
are worldly oriented .  

 You have to take care that you don’t develop 
intimacy with negative people , people prone to 
drinking or gambling too much . You might have 
pleasure, comfort and affection in everyday life . 

  Possible break in education possible or possible 
delay after completion . 

  There could be lack of happiness and mental 
peace at times . Haunts here of Possible trouble 
with vehicle and conveyance.  

  



  
 

 
. FIFTH HOUSE [ATMAJA HOUSE ]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to your 
children, status and creative powers. 
 

 As mars are fair and ruler of good houses one 
could get fair money and status. It could give 
fair enough  gains in the periods of mars. Mars 
could give fairly  aggressive thinking to reach 
the top in any place. 

 As mars are combust, your image needs care 
especially in mars period. Mild indication of 
Trouble to kids or by 2nd kid is possible as 



educational issues may come up for them (just 
indication).  

 Stomach as too much of heat or pitta so trouble 
to stomach could be there.eat more curd  or 
Yogurt 

 
 As 5th House  lord is in the 11th House , so 

gains from kids or sons is there and success rate 
is high . You could become rich and fairly  
learned and help others. You could  also become 
an author or a writer as a side role in life . 

 

 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  5th  House 

 Mars could give you good or rapid growth in 

career. 

 Your friends could play an important role in your 

growth as such. 

 You will gain from property investments  

 You could do well in senior management roles or 

administrative roles in whichever field you grow. 



 

 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 5th House 

 Mars is in debility in the 10th house. So ensure 

haste or anger does not cause any issues in 

money flows . 

 Basic care if health of children or kids is 

suggested. But over all kids would be deva or 

good natured. 

 Think, plan and then act. 

 



 

Additional insights by d7 children yours about 

5th  House 

 Promise of having kids is there, but with some 

obstacles 

 General well being of kids would be good, they 

have good karma of past life  

 Fair enough happiness from kids. Slightly above 

average 

 Yes you will enjoy life well. 

 Yes sun supports achievements, buys sure lagan 

in 12th some issues or delayed could be there. 

 Good gains from children is indicated  

 Mars the d1 lord in 12th so stress due to kids or 

they may stay away 



 

Additional insights by  d24 education yours 

about 5th  House 

 Where is d1 5th lord of education placed in 

d24 chart? 

 Mars is d1 5th lord is 21:15 in Taurus 

 So avoid doing too many things at one time in 

studies, focus on one thing at a time for 

success. 

 It is in the antaka divisions 

 What does d24 chart suggest for success in 

education? 

 Saturn the lagna lord is fair in 5th bhava with 

Jupiter over there. So good enough education is 

there. 



 Subjects could be engineering or natural 

sciences and in some cases legal  or money 

related/money management 

 What kinds of subjects could help in life 

success? 

 Engineering, leadership and management or 

money management. 

 

 

 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 5th  House  

   Your kids would also have goof intelligence and 

research abilities.:) 

 They could also have good creativity  also public 

presentation ability. 

 Fickle actions any time have to be avoided at 

their end and Yoga or taichi or Gymnasium at 

younger age would help.. 

 

Overall: 
 . You may not have too many children . But the 

kids that you have would be probably righteous 
and interested in high ideals . You might be a 
relatively known person .  



 You also might keep your goals close to the 
heart- without revealing it to anyone  .  

 You could have a quick perception .You know 
somewhat on how to yield power and authority . 

  You would generally be loved by your people . 
The blessing of children in there. 

  

  
 
. SIXTH HOUSE [VIGHNA HOUSE ]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to your 
enemies, health problems, debts, obstructions and 
service to others. 
 

 As Jupiter is strong and also rules the 9th bhava 
or house so generally good. But being lord of 



6th House  some negative effects do remain. 
You may have maternal uncles (just an 
indication). 

 As it is Strong, one has to avoid negative habits 
and follow ethical conduct. One should follow 
religion by heart and not pose anything else.  

 

 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your 6th House 

 Jupiter is your protector and gives sound 

financial position and success in work. 

 But avoid arguments and try to make other 

people feel important  

 Avoid legal issues as such, as they could impact 

assets. 

 Donation of ghee or yellow colored things would 

help you a ton. 

 



 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 6th House 

 Jupiter sitting in 10th bhava in d1 is in the 4th 

house in d9. 

 So as said other place, some fair connection of 

business with foreign lands. 

 Also you may do spiritual practices sooner or 

later in life. 

 You will also do good deeds in life, but sure 

learn to manage your expenditures.:) 

 Jupiter is in Sagittarius sign, so people who 

oppose you in career could be very tricky. If 

working with relatives or close ones, being on 

guard is important and helpful. 

  



 

  Additional insights by d30  of yours about 

6th  House 

 Venus is in debility in lagna, so family life needs 

special care at your end. Not to worry simply 

donate silken clothes to needy women. 

 To get maximum happiness from your family. 

 Venus also rules education for you in the d1 

chart, so focus on academics as well. Try to 

build more focus. 

 Sun In the lagna means trouble in foreign 

countries. 

 Mercury in 3rd bhava gives courage, but some 

problems through co born as well as said earlier. 

 Some trouble through progeny or anger is there. 

So best bet is donate candles  to churches  



 Any weakness for fairer sex needs to be 

managed well. 

 Once you follow your religion or dharma, follow 

it well. 

 

 

 

 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 6th House  

   Your tenacity and will power ( as you develop 

it) would help you deal with opposition and 

obstacles. 

 Manage your image in society and do work 

later for more  social causes 

 Enmity with people due to  aggression or 

insistence of views. 

 

Over all 
 . You would be able to do good enough  deeds . 

You could take fair enough  actions/decisions to 
succeed both in material and spiritual matters 
you may also work on impulse .  

 You may meet more than average  troubles in 



life, though eventually you will be able to 
overcome the same .  

 You have to be careful as you may get into 
debts sooner or later .  

 

 

 
 
. SEVENTH HOUSE [KALATRA 
HOUSE ]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to your 
marriage, partnerships and all other relationships. 
 

 Saturn becomes the lord of 8th House  as well. 
The life partner would serve you well but speech 



could have issues due to Saturn and 8th 
lordship. 

 
 As ketu or dragon’s tail( south node) is in 7th, 

so one has to control on fun and passion and 
avoid lust ( just an indication and may not be 
true)as ketu functions like dhwaja or exaltation 
of qualities of the house,.  

 
 So also marriage life could get affected. But 

donation to churches and mediation would solve 
all your problems., 

 
  One has to avoid issues to image  by ketu by 

following good conduct plus BONUS-feed brown 
dogs. As ketu is a malefic in general and is in 
seventh house, so there could be issues in 
marital life.  

 
 You  could be very passionate sexually and 

should show an ethical conduct in terms of 
sexual conduct( just an indication and may not 
be true). Abdomen is to be taken care of. There 
is a possibility of humiliation or contraction of 
image as the first house is aspected here.  

 One may leave the country of birth as ketu puts 
dhwaja to the house of foreign lands(just an 
indication and may not be true). The lower class 
people may befriend you-so be discreet in your 
connections.  

 As 7th House  lord is in 10th House , you will 
flourish well abroad or away from broth place. 
Also your career may entail travel. Your life 
partner would generally be very devoted to you. 



The life partner will contribute well to the family 
income.  

 

 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  7th  House 

 Saturn could cause some losses or issues in 

investments or work.  

 So not to worry donate regularly to poor 

people. 

 



 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 7th  House 

 Saturn is again in the 4th h house in d9 and in 

debility in d1 in 10th. 

 So choose partners with care, be it family life or 

profession. 

 Guard on your name or image. 

 Avoid negative people as they could cause 

outflows or losses at times in business. 

 Try to manage and create harmony with spouse. 

 

 



 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 7th  House  

   Your tenacity and will power ( as you develop 

it) would help you get good connections and 

success in partnership and career. 

 Avoid conflicts in relationships and professional  

life due to any kind of aggression or insistence 

of views. 

 

Over all 
 . Your marriage could have basic problems like 

sexual compatibility may not be an issue  but 
rather psychological complexities could be a 
problem you could be dynamic despite being 
seemingly tranquil on the surface . 

 You also may not be able to stick to one view 
point causing trouble in married life at times . 
This could be a source of trouble in 
monogamous relationships .  

 Marriage bondage could be an important 
bondage for you & you may try to run away 
from it at times . 

 You may feel miserable at times and transfer 
this misery to your partner . 

  You may be good lovers , but not so much as 
married partners . 

 Your spouse would generally be good 

  



  
 
. EIGHTH HOUSE [GUHYA HOUSE 
]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to 
unknown or hidden or suspicious issues, unearned 
wealth, sudden losses of wealth and also property 
and luck. 
 

 Your life partner might at times have a harsh 
tone. Saturn periods and also Venus periods 
might give some money related problems. 

 
 As the 8th House  lord is in the 10th House  , 

you will have relatively  progress in career. 
There could be obstacles and problems in career 



matters. 

 
 But donations to poor would solve matters for 

you easily .:) 

 
  You will get your true merit, if you work with 

planning and also do the above remedies. 

 
  One has to remain honest always. There is also 

a possible gain that is unexpected due to death 
of superiors.  

 
 

 

 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  8th House 

 So please manage your outflows better. 

 Again obstacles would be taken care of by your 

hard work. 

 



 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 8th House 

 In d9 5 and 6th  lord Saturn is in 12th bhava. 

 In d1 it is in 10th house in debility. 

 So basic care of health of kids is needed. But 

general protection by Jupiter is there. 

 Saturn the 5th house lord of d1 is in 2nd bhava 

d30 charts, so special tabs on kids would always 

help. 

 

 

 



 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 8th House  

 Your tenacity and will power would help you in 

inheritance matters. 

 You may later short travels  for social causes 

 Avoid legal issues and compromise or find 

midways in case of conflicts. 
Overall 

 . There are chances of your staying much away 
from home . You might wander from place to 
place  or travel more. You might also renounce 
things that belong to you (just an indication and 
may not be true).  

 You might be driven by a quest to achieve 
something which is not easily achievable .  

 You could have a fairly long life . The death 
could be sudden in nature- that is not after 
prolonged illness (just an indication and may 
need verifications separately). 

  You will get inheritances- but with sustained 
effort from your side 

  



  
 
. NINTH HOUSE 
[DHARMA/BHAGYA HOUSE ]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to your 
level of luck, length of marital life, interest in religion 
interest in religion & spirituality and level of morality. 
Spirituality and level of morality. 
 

 Though Jupiter is malefic as well- but still gives 
interest in occult astrology. Some basic interest 
in dharma or religion or occult sciences is there. 

 
 The 9th lord in the 10th House makes you  fairly 

famous. Also powerful and may have positions 
of honor or respect. Fair wealth would be earned 



and luxury and comfort would be there. You 
would follow generally an ethical path and earn 
through the right means. 

 

 

 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  9th House 

 You will have gains in image and success in work 

or business by family support  

 Fair enough gains are there. 

 You will solve professional problems both as a 

combination of hard work plus conflicts  as well 

in some cases. 

 You will be able to influence your enemies as 

well. 

 



 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 9th House 

 The 9th house lord of d1 or lagna chart is Jupiter 

is well placed in own sign with Saturn lord of 6th 

house in d9. 

 So yes good success and name, speaks well for 

your respected father and overall name and 

fame of yours. 

 So with good amount of struggles and some 

conflicts as well at family life your name and job 

would grow. 

 Your relationships and image need special care. 

Particularly the people you partner with. 

 But overall it is positive and Good.:) 

 Manage your relationships with father to benefit 

you most. 



 

  Additional insights by d60 of yours about 9th 

House 

 Let us study your core lords here 

 Family 2nd lord = 10:48  

 even sign 

 Poorna Chandra, so connects to publishers, 

printers, library people or any writing or creative 

work. 

 This is a good division, so speaks high for your 

family. 

 Family 4th house lord = 6:14  

 even sign 

 Drashtakaral and chandramukhi- so a mix of 

beautiful but with some issues 

 Education 5th lord = 21:15  

 even sign 



 Indu= so means moon or sensitivity or 

government or speaks high enough for your 

education  

 Career is 10th lord = 21:15  

 even sign 

 So again connects to above, so you may connect 

to government work , good service work , good 

name for you  or could be senior position in 

any company  

 Life partner relationships  is 7th lord = 28:28  

 Odd sign 

 Nectar or preacher= ved or vedanga, so as you 

can see Jupiter is also very close to it being 6th 

lord. So despite issues, the relationships could 

have protection of GOD and good wisdom of 

seniors or learned people to protect it. 

 Dharma or religion/luck and past life 

karma is 9th  lord = 28:08  

 add sign 

 You may sooner or later try to talk about religion 

and can also get deep into Vedic philosophy  or 

Christian philosophy and preach or educate 

others in some form.  

 

 



 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 9th  House  

   Gives fair tenacity and dignity to your 

respected father.  

 Aggression of any kind is a karmic trait from 

previous life so manage it well. 

 

Overall 
 You might have a special mission to fulfill or at 

least a goal which is much higher than an 
average person 

  You might have a strong urge to help mankind 
to make it a better or happier place to live in. 
sooner or later in life. 

  In order to achieve this you might tune yourself 
to the spiritual forces.  

 You have a potential to reach the high level of 
spiritual perfection. You may inherit some 
paternal property. You could be belonging to a 
good family.  

 You could be fairly religious in temperament, 
with your religious fervor being kindred at a 
much younger age. 

  



  
 
 
. TENTH HOUSE [AGNYA/KARMA 
HOUSE ]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to your 
career, your Karma & the kind of deeds, your 
authority and name. 
 

 As here mars rules the 5th House  as well- one 
has to take care that anger or aggression do not 
cause issues in career or your karma. Helping 
brothers or even cousins would help plus 
donation of candles to churches. Along with 
Yoga mediation and taichi would make you the 
big boss . 



 You need to think and then act. 
 

 As Jupiter is in 10th House , it gives basic 
prosperity. Good for having kids. Gives good 
karma to You . acquires wealth and 
conveyances. Good for agriculture in some 
cases. 

 
 Saturn is in the 10th house. As the tenth house 

has a partial ruler ship of Saturn. Saturn here 
makes You  rich. You  may work for the 
downtrodden people sooner or later in life. You  
could visits sacred rivers and shrines of your 
faith. The career may have sudden elevation and 
depression. Manage this by donation to poor 
people. 

 
 1 As Karma House  Lord or the tenth is in gains 

house or the 11th house or Labh House , you 
could be endowed with wealth, happiness and 
male child. 

 

 



   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  10th House 

 You will in general work very hard for success. 

 You will also get good success. 

 Your fathers profession or work would also be 

helpful for you  

 You will be successful, have good knowledge and 

also influence even people who oppose you. 

 

 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 10th  House 

 The 10th bhava (house) lord is mars and is in 

debility in 11th bhava in cancer sign. 

 So avoid any rashness that could cause losses in 

career or with friend or well wishers. 

 But over all you will make it in career. 



 



 

  Additional insights by d10 or dashamsha  of 

yours about 10th  House 

 D1 lagna placement 

 Moon is placed in 9th bhava of rightful path. So 

despite your pickiness, you will get the right 

path for career. 

 It is in the indra division 

 D1 10th lord placements 

 Jupiter is in Aries sign at 28:08 degrees 

 Ananta division , so your fame would spared 

every where  

 Avoid underhand dealing, but sure you will find 

new ways to achieve your goal. 

 D1 planets like Saturn and Jupiter 

placement in d10 

 Saturn is in Aries at 28:28 

 So your hard work & obstacles would help you 

rise very high in career. Btu with obstacles 



 By GOD’s grace you would have right path for 

career. 

 D10 lagna 

 In 5th, so try to stick to Job.  

 Your kids would make you proud. 

  

 D10x  10th house and planets 

 Venus in 10th bhava, so well wishers help you 

achieve your goals 

 You will achieve well in your career, but sure 

challenges would be very high for you. 

 

 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 10th  House  

   There could be more than usual travel and 

changes or movement for Job. 

  would generate money and status for you 

 You would also be creative in your approach to 

solve matters. 

 Avoid excess materialism. 

 

Overall  
 . You are a soul which wants to give a new 

direction to the family or society into which you 



are born. Your guiding light could be new 
dimensions of the human experience. 

  You might get fairly successful in your 
vocation/business. You could be fairly honest in 
your dealings.  

 In public life, you could be fairly  honored and 
may get honors and distinctions. 

  

  
 
. ELEVENTH HOUSE [LABHA(11TH)  
HOUSE ]: 
. This house basically covers matters related to your 
gains and inflows from various sources. 
 

 As Venus rules your 4th and 11th House , it gets 



a bit malefic- but still it could give you vehicles 
and gains in general. 

 Yes some mild problems in home and vehicles 
are possible. 

 
 Sun in the 11th House  gives longevity and also 

you  have servants and gains more easily in life. 
Will have family /children and servants. Could 
get royal and governmental favors. You  is god 
and principled generally. 

 
 As mercury the planet of intelligence is in the 

11th House , one could be learned in several  
sciences. Your 

 
  intellect or brain is keen and sharp. You  has 

good wealth and would be truthful. Would have 
people to serve and would do well in engineering 
careers as 11th House  has karaka as Saturn 
ruling engineering and mercury gives the due 
intelligence here. 

 
  Mercury the planet of learning and commerce in 

11th makes person learned in many sciences. 
Gives you good and sharp intellect. Makes one 
wealthy and truthful generally. You May have 
faithful servants and would do well in 
engineering related work. 

 

 

 Venus in the 11th bhava could make you of 

wandering nature or at times restless .The 

profits could be good for you and so would be 



the basic luxuries of life as Venus is karaka for 

luxuries and so is the 11th bhava. You may have 

weakness for the fairer sex and may want to 

have their company. You may also be popular 

and have many friends as 11th bhava is karaka 

for friends. 
 You may also master many skills. 

 
 Mars is in the eleventh house, so makes you an 

eloquent and a good speaker. You will get lands 
as mars are karaka for lands and eleventh house 
means gains. Also you could be influential. You 
have to avoid any lustful tendencies as there is 
an aspect to your mind or deep thinking by the 
fifth house. 

 
 1 As Labha(11th)  House  Lord is in Labh House 

, the you could be gain in all his undertakings, 
while his learning and happiness could be on the 
increase day by day. 

 
  Be careful with cheats and swindlers as 

eleventh house lord makes a connection with the 
other house. As Labha(11th)  House  or the 
eleventh house lord is s in Labh House  . 

 
 so you could be gain in all his undertakings only 

if well planned effort is done at your end. But 
success is guaranteed for you. You may also 
have many friends and have gains from them 
and also elder brothers could be cousins. 
Though you would generally gain from them, but 
Saturn being a malefic ensure no negativity 



comes in the relationships or sourness. 

 

 

   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  11th House 

 Give happiness success and gains in life. 

 So is it good for your family ( high image and 

status of your family) and gains  

 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 11th House 



 Venus the lord of vehicle, gains, mother, friends 

etc is strong in d1- so sure gains are there. 

 In d9 Venus is lord of 9 and 2 and is in 6th. 

 Family assets, life and also friendships or well 

wishers have to be well maintained. 

 So is the overall image of the family and yours 

well maintained by dignified effort- Yoga or 

martial arts etc would help you in the same. 

 Yes fair enough support form friends and well 

wishes as Venus is in Aquarius sign. 

 

Additional insights by d20 of yours about 12th 

House 

 Venus the 11th lord is at 6:14 even sign 

 Part 5 or vijaya or dhoomvati. 



 You will be able to control your well wishers or 

friends so that you always get the best. 

 Sun is strong enough, so gives strength to your 

soul  as well. 

 Moon on 3dr bhava with Sagittarius dispositer 

suggest one could later go for pilgrimages. 

 Also one could write or speak on religion as we 

have spoken elsewhere as well. 

 

 

 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 11th House  

   By your initiative, you will connect well to 

friends and well wishers plus create a good 

image  

 You may along with your well wishers and 

friends later also work for social causes 

 Avoid conflicts with friends or well wishers due 

to insistence of views. 

 

Overall 

 . Your soul is fair enough. You would draw 
inspiration of your energies from sattvic or 



beneficent observances from the sea of 
immutability.  

 A sense of helpfulness and harmony pervades in 
your relationships.  

 You could be deeply influenced by idealism and 
spiritual outlook at some time of your life. 

  You might be very sensitive to the miseries of 
others It may tend to reduce your materialistic 
tendencies You might also earn fairly well in life 

  

  
 
 
. TWELFTH HOUSE [VYAYA/ANTYA 
HOUSE ]. 

 . This house basically covers matters related to 



sexual desires & their fulfillment, losses, 
expenses, travels to other countries and events 
beyond your control. 

 Mercury rules this House  and as it is strong, it 
could give younger sisters also money(just an 
indication). 

 
 1 As Vyaya Lord or the twelfth house lord is in 

Labh House  or eleventh house, the you could 
also  incur losses due to friends or senior 
siblings. 

 
 Be brought up by others(just an indication & 

may not be true) and could be sometimes gain 
through others. 

 
 Generally good friends. 

 
  You could trade well in pearls(just an indication 

based on your ascendant). Siblings could cause 
more expenditure. That has to be controlled.  

 

 



   Additional insights by Nadi  

Astrology(Jyotish)    of your  12 House 

 This also confirms your initiative and success. 

 Good for children  

 You will spend more 

 But sure gains from foreign or distant lands 

would be there. 

 

 

  Additional insights by d9 or navamsha of 

yours about 12 House 

 Mercury the lord of 12 and 3rd is in 11th in d1 

 Here it is in d9 lord of lagna( ascendant) and 

also 10th house of career in lagna. 

 So with your intelligence and innovation you are 

bound to win gains from friends and people 

around, plus foreign lands or distant places. 

 Helps your analytical approach and helps you in 

research. 



 Follow an ethical conduct for success in life, use 

your intelligence to help others. 

 Mercury is in Virgo sign. 

 

  Additional insights by d30 or misfortune of 

yours about 12 House 

 The 12th lord is mercury is lord of 1 and 10th 

house of d30. 

 Also mercury is in the 3rd bhava on the Scorpio 

sign. 

 Foreign related business needs epical care. 

 Donation of pen pencil rubber copies to needy 

school children would help you a ton. 

 

 



 

 BONUS Additional insights by Nakshatra 

about 12 House  

   Travels could be related to your innovative and 

creative abilities 

 Avoid seeking too much pleasure or comfort in 

life. 

 Indulgence of any kind has to be avoided. 

 

Overall 
 . You could give fair enough contributions to the 

society. You may also sacrifice personal 
comforts for the benefit of others.  

 You may not be satisfied by the materialist 
prosperity only; you may try more for spiritual 
as well. You may neglect your own progress for 
the upliftment of others. 

  Your contributions would be primarily due to 
thought, intellectual guidance and spread of 
spirituality you could be spending a lot of 
money. Possibility of loss of some fortune in life 
is indicated (just an indication and may not be 
true). The expenses might be coming more in 
the middle portion of your life. 

  You might also, as indicated earlier turn more 



GOD-wards or occult or religion. 
 
 
SECTION – C)   COMING 3 YEAR(36 
Months) PREDICTIONS    
 
 
 

Saturn     MAIN   period 

Saturn -Saturn    till June  

2023 
 

 Your Jupiter is 6th , 7th  house lord and is in 10th 

house or bhava. 

 You have to avoid conflicts or other issues this 

time. 

 With some obstacles in educational matters you 

will gains in image and also job as well if you try 

etc. 

 But with basic obstacles as 6th house lordship is 

there. 

 Donate banana to needy people if you can. 

 2022= emotionally this could be a tough time, 

but sure for dharma religion or mysticism and 

general studies this is fair enough time. 

 You may want to re-plan and re thinks and re-

strategize about life. 

 Certain un planned or unexpected matters that 

come up may propel you to do the same. 

 April 2022 may have been with a feeling of 

getting locked or sudden events happening or 



restricts, this would go away by April ending or 

May. 

 You may spend more time with self and 

introspection or research or re-plan of life 

maters in 2022. Not great for love and 

emotional matters  

 So avoid conflicts and tiffs or emotional issues 

now, especially that might have been there may 

be march 2022 ending or 2022 April. 

 Prayer to  GOD and mediation, plus donation of 

candles to churches would help a lot. 

 So would Yoga. 

 2023= Lot of new challenges and work 

pressures would be there. Infact you may feel 

them from October 202 itself. 

 Avoid fights or conflicts with father or father 

figures or seniors now 

-  

- · CAREER or education: 

- For study and education with some obstacles 

Jupiter would  

- . You will encounter situations to do the same 

- . You will have high energy at college, but 

emotions need reins. 

- . There could be lot of meetings with new 

people in the office environment 

- . Avoid worry due to over work or over 

ambition  at education. 

- . Your interests towards religion would 

increase and that would help you 

professionally as well. 



- . Your position in education or studies and  

your reputation at work will go through many 

challenges during these years. 

- . Also your sphere of influence would also 

improve. 

- . You will very much enjoy this part of life due 

to achieve honor and prestige.  

- · FINANCE: 

- · Income will increase in general( if you try for 

some job). 

- . You could expect some  sources of income 

being created  

- . Investments in this period should give fair 

returns,  

- · Excessive expenses need to avoided in this 

time  

- · You could lend money , but with proper 

protection of your interests  

- . · LOVE LIFE: 

- · Fun in love life would decreases in 2022, but 

OK in 2023 

- · You may have some  outings and pleasure 

trips at this time 

- . Falling into new affairs is less probable. 

- . Your relationship would grow less warmer 

2022 especially 

- . Your interest in dharma or religion would 

greatly help to enhance the relationship. 

-  

- · HEALTH: 

- · Health should be fine, but worry needs to be 

kept at bay. 



- · Ailments more to do with nervous disorders 

are possible 

- · If you will have to take general precautions 

to take care of not taking much stress 

-  

 

Mercury-Mercury     till 

March   2025 
 

 Father’s health needs some care. So does family 

matters and your image need some care. 

 If working even part time some stress could be 

there. 

 Donate to poor and all would be well for you. 

 Again Yoga and mediation is the key  or even 

taichi. 

 2024= slow movements would be there. Avoid 

anger and be sensitive to relationships as such. 

 Emotionally slightly stressful at the family front. 

But not much,  you will be able to manage all. 

 You may also connect to group or set of people 

now. 

 2025=  Fun , outings and socials and new 

change. Your money flows and fun would grow 

and over all good set of opportunities are there. 

Love life would infact get better after October 
2024 itself 

· CAREER or education: 

· IN studies basic success is there or in career, but 

with good amount of effort 



. There could be delays in what you deserve on the 

professional front or academic front 

. Your delivering work in a discipline fashion would 

deliver good results 

. Expect some coldness or roughness at the college 

or work environment 

. Avoid stress due to overwork 

. Your interests towards philosophy could increase in 

this time 

. FINANCE: 

· Income should steadily increase (if you work at this 

time) 

· But more decent control on expenses is needed 

· Investments on lands should work fine at this time 

· Expenses on family health problems could be there.  

· LOVE & LIFE: 

· Avoid any coldness creeping in the relationship- 

this would help you to avoid discord 

. Avoid any differences cropping up due to overwork 



. Inclination towards philosophy will give satisfaction 

and gladness in your life. 

. There could be separations from loved ones due to 

work  

. Take special care of your spouse’s health  

· HEALTH: 

· Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments  

· Special care for nerve related problems or problems 

like common cold bronchitis-problems to do with 

phlegm. 

· Vitality could decline with this period. 

· Take special care of vata(stress) related problems 

Suggestions and Remedies 

- Donate to old age homes 

- Donate to poor people 

Special Comments 

- may be a bit hard but doing the above upayas 

would keep all things in order. 

 

For Saturn over all longevity and good health: 
 Be considerate to servants and subordinates   



 Offer simple salty food to birds  
 Donate black pulses or mustard oil on Saturdays  

 Also please donate to old age homes 

 

 

For Rahu: 

 

 Donate to Old age Homes 

 

 



Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 

 

 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free to Send Us a Mail at E-Mail 

Id Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 


